
Magellan 9400i, 1D/2D In-Counter Code Scanner with Scale, multi-IF,
Digimarc, EAS
The in-counter scanner Magellan 9300i/9400i from Datalogic captivates with its proven housing conception and powerful 2D imager technology for
1D, 2D and Digimarc barcodes (9400i). As a result it quickly and reliably scans the product from all planes, ensuring for high throughput at the
checkout. Its shape will remind you of a traditional in-counter scanner, with its horizontal and vertical window. It comes in three various length
variations, offering compatibility with existing POS areas and scanning technologies, and at an attractive price-performance ratio.

The Magellan™ 9400i scanner/scale: a new class of high
performance barcode scanners. With digital imagers in all
planes, the 9400i scanners read both 1D and 2D barcodes
seamlessly without requiring item orientation by the cashier.

 
With a more traditional bonnet height and large horizontal and vertical windows, the Magellan 9400i allows optimum positioning for POS or self-
checkout touchscreens, payment terminals and printers while maintaining ergonomic comfort for both seated and standing cashiers.
 
Key features:

high-performance scanner for 1D/2D codes and Digimarc (Digital Watermarks) codes
configurable audio / visual indicators identify items placed outside weighing surface
easy remote management thanks to SW tools - Scanalyzer On-Screen Programming
Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) system for product protection
easy scanning of coupons from mobile phones, customer cards
maximum weight capacity of 15 kg
weight sensitivity: 2 g (0 - 6 kg) and 5 g (6 - 15 kg)

 
 
 

     

https://www.datalogic.com/


Technical Description

Functionality & Operation

Indicators Volume; Supports WAV file formats, Visual: Good Read confirmation for all reading planes; Scale center
of zero; ScaleSentry event; Sensormatic EAS status

Programmable features OPOS, JavaPOS

1D Barcode Symbologies All standard one-dimension barcodes

2D Code Symbologies Aztec, Data Matrix, QR code, Micro QR Code, GS1 DataBar Composite Code, MicroPDF417, PDF417

Communication interface IBM-46xx, RS232, USB

Electrical

Power Source AC Input: 100 - 240 VAC, 50-60 Hz

Mechanical

Dimensions Width: 292mm, Height: 232mm Length: 401mm

Environment

Storage temperature -40 to 70°C

Operating humidity (non-condensing) 5 to 95%

Operating temperature 10 to 40°C

Maximal ambient light 86080lux

Others

Warranty 1 year
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